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Hi all. First time posting so don't roast me too hard. I am trying to decide how best to run a Tren e, Test
e, Winstrol cycle. Anyone have any advice on: 1. Length of cycle. 2. Dosage. 3. What PCT I should run,
when, and at what levels. Considerations: - This will be my third cycle, the last one was just 400. tren e,
and 200 test e per week over 12 weeks with pct. In this cycle you will get: Trenbolone E = 30 ml.
Testosterone E = 40 ml. Winstrol = 3 bottles (300 tabs) Brands: Magnus Pharma, Concentrex depending
on availability. General Cycle Information: course duration - 8 weeks. dosage of tren e - 400 mg weekly.
dosage of test e - 500 mg weekly. dosage of Winny - 50 mg per day First of all your doses are correct
you need to run the test e at least 2 weeks longer than the tren e to make recovery and pct easier (less
likely to crash) pct should be clomid 100/100/50/50 and nolva 40/40/20/20 for 4 weeks as I laid it out.
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Pct should start 2-3 weeks after your last injection. 6 weeks only with the winstrol and yes split ... Also,
he could try front loading test and Tren for weeks 1 and 2 and cut the cycle back by another week or 2 as
well. Week 1-2 Test E 400mg. Week 1-2 Tren E 800mg. Week 3-10 Test E 200mg. Week 3-8 Tren E
400mg. Week 6-10 Winny 50mg ed. If anybody has any suggestions on dosages, time lengths, etc on
how I should run this cycle, I would greatly appreciate your input. I have; 4,000 Mg's of Test E 2,500
Mg's of Tren E And 1,000 Mg's of Winstrol Now I know that it isn't much but I'm going to be buying
more in two weeks when I move back to my hometown. For now though, that's what I ...
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0581/7620/9093/files/Winstrol_Steroid_Buy_Online-
Anadrol_Or_Winstrol.pdf
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